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Closures are a language feature supported by many mainstream languages, combining the ability to package
up references to code blocks with the possibility of capturing state from the environment of the closure’s
declaration. Closures are powerful, but complicate understanding and formal reasoning, especially when
closure invocations may mutate objects reachable from the captured state or from closure arguments.

This paper presents a novel technique for the modular specification and verification of closure-manipulating
code in Rust. Our technique combines Rust’s type system guarantees and novel specification features to enable
formal verification of rich functional properties. It encodes higher-order concerns into a first-order logic,
which enables automation via SMT solvers. Our technique is implemented as an extension of the deductive
verifier Prusti, with which we have successfully verified many common idioms of closure usage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although dating back to at least 1964 [Landin 1964], the programming language community has
seen a renewed interest in closures as a language feature this millennium, with their addition to
many imperative and object-oriented mainstream languages, including C++ (in C++11), Java (v. 8),
and C# (v. 3.0) [Mazinanian et al. 2017]. Closures allow for the encapsulation of code fragments
as functions that – in contrast to an object’s methods – can be passed around as first-class values
without revealing the existence of associated state. For example, a filter function in a data structure
API might take a closure as argument, allowing callers to instantiate the filtering criterion; a closure
passed to filter might store in its associated state how many times the criterion was invoked. We
refer to functions (such as filter) taking closures as arguments as higher-order functions.
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Closures in purely functional languages offer a convenient mechanism for writing functions
without explicitly listing all their arguments; a closure may capture variables from its environment,
but since those variables are immutable, calling such a closure has no side effects on its captured
state: subsequent invocations of the same closure instance always yield the same behaviour.
By contrast, closures in imperative and object-oriented languages combine side-effectful imple-

mentations, aliasing, and mutable captured state; a closure may capture references to pre-existing
data when declared, and calling such a closure can have side effects on both this captured state
and any arguments passed in the call. This delicate combination makes it difficult to precisely
understand code manipulating closures, and presents challenges for modular reasoning about such
code, whether informally in, e.g. a code review, or formally via program verification.

In the presence of aliasing, informal reasoning about imperative code is error-prone, and mistakes
lead naturally to memory errors, runtime exceptions, data races, or simply wrong results being
silently produced. Formal reasoning techniques addressing these challenges in general, such as
advanced program logics [Harel et al. 2002; Kassios 2006; O’Hearn et al. 2001; Smans et al. 2012],
are powerful but complex, and their application is typically restricted to verification experts.
Moreover, existing verification techniques for reasoning about closures [Kanig and Filliâtre 2009;
Krishnaswami 2012; Svendsen et al. 2010; Yoshida et al. 2007] typically require explicit proofs, often
in a higher-order logic, or support no or limited usage of mutable (captured) state. Working in a
higher-order logic makes the task of writing and understanding specifications substantially more
sophisticated for a user, while drastically limiting the potential for their automated verification.
In this paper, we present a novel technique for the modular specification and verification of

closures in Rust [Matsakis and Klock 2014]. Rust’s ownership type system controls aliasing and
side effects, and rules out a wide variety of common errors such as dangling pointers and data
races by design. Among our key insights is that we can derive strong framing guarantees from
Rust’s type system: for every Rust closure, we know that no captured state can ever be mutated
except by the closure itself – a property far stronger than aliasing or mutability guarantees for
closures in other (imperative) languages. Extracting framing information for closures is therefore an
essential ingredient of our verification technique, but it is not the only one. Equally importantly, we
introduce novel specification features to enable succinct specification and verification of multi-state
properties of closures without breaking modularity or leaving the realm of first-order logic. It is
the combination of leveraging Rust’s framing guarantees, concise specification constructs geared
towards modular verification, and staying encodable in a first-order setting that truly pushes
automated verification.
Despite our primary focus on Rust, our verification technique is in principle compatible with

other languages with ownership type systems, and even those without if combined with a suitable
underlying program logic for heap reasoning.

Contributions. The main contributions of our work are:

(1) An informal analysis of existing Rust code, surveying common use cases for closures in
practice and identifying the relevant verification challenges arising therefrom (→ Section 2,
with some experimental justifications in Section 5.3).

(2) A novel specification technique enabling the expression of rich properties related to closures
while providing strong support for modular and automated verification, even in the presence
of side effects on closure arguments and captured state (→ Section 3).

(3) An encoding for our technique, mapping the higher-order verification problem down to
constraints which can be expressed in a first-order setting, suitable for automation using an
SMT-based verification toolchain (→ Section 4).
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1 fn foo(v: Vec<i32>) {
2 let mut count: i32 = 0;
3 let f = |x: &i32| *x * 2;
4 let g = |x: &i32| { count = count + 1; *x + 3 };
5 let u: Vec<i32> = v.iter().map(f).collect();
6 let w: Vec<i32> = v.iter().map(g).collect(); ... }

Fig. 1. Simple Rust example illustrating closure syntax

(4) An implementation of our technique as an extension of a state-of-the-art Rust verifier [As-
trauskas et al. 2019], and an evaluation which demonstrates that our technique can handle
common use cases of closures in practical Rust code (→ Section 5).

2 RUST CLOSURES
This section presents three central aspects of background for our work: (1) our overall design goals,
(2) common use cases of closures and the challenges they pose for closure and higher-order function
verification, and (3) how Rust’s language design and type system present new opportunities for
addressing these challenges with a more lightweight and more automatable specification technique.

2.1 Overarching Design Goals
Before diving into Rust closures and their uses in practice, we will present the two main design
goals that underlie the challenges of closure and higher-order function verification.

2.1.1 Modularity. Modular specification and verification techniques allow one to reason about
program components independently, without requiring access to the implementation of other
components, such as client code. Modularity is essential for verification to scale and for providing
strong guarantees for individual components such as libraries. However, modularity is difficult to
achieve in the context of closures and higher-order functions, especially in the presence of mutable
state. Consider first the example snippet of Fig. 1 introducing basic Rust syntax. In Rust, let is used
to declare variables; types can be inferred automatically but mut is necessary on those variables
which may later be mutated.1 A closure is declared using |args| {body} syntax (braces around the
body can be omitted for simple cases), e.g. f stores a closure taking a reference to an integer and
returning twice its referenced value. Next, g stores a closure taking a similar parameter, but also
performing side effects on the captured count variable each time the closure is called. The code
then passes each closure to a map higher-order function (the other calls are concerned with Rust
iterator syntax, and are not our focus here), applying the closure to each element to produce the
new vector’s contents. Upon completion, each element of vector u equals twice the value at the
same position in vector v, and each element of w is equal to the corresponding element in v plus
three; v itself remains unchanged, and count stores the size of vector v.
Although very simple, this example already serves to illustrate the challenges of modular rea-

soning about such code. We aim to enable independent specifications on closures such as f and g

and higher-order functions such as map which can be composed when reasoning about calls such as
the two above to formally summarise the results and resulting side effects. Our methodology will

1To improve readability, we added type annotations to variables that are not strictly necessary in Rust. Additionally, our
implementation (→ Section 5) requires type annotations on all closure arguments even though the compiler can infer them
automatically; this limitation is present in the tool we build upon, which does not yet have access to the types inferred by
the compiler when processing specification annotations.
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neither special-case particular higher-order functions, nor rely on more than their specifications
and those of closures passed to them to reason about each call: we present a modular verification
methodology that verifies higher-order functions once and for all, independently of client code.

2.1.2 Automatability. In order for our methodology to be compatible with standard approaches to
automated program verification, we must be able to encode its proof obligations into a suitable
(first-order) logic, e.g. to enable SMT-based tooling. The fact that we are dealing with higher-order
concepts makes this a significant challenge (which, to our knowledge, has not been tackled in
general in prior work). In particular, we will need an encoding of our methodology which does not
rely on direct quantification over closures, their specifications, their calls, or states in which they
are invoked. These notions are highly relevant for specification, but perhaps surprisingly we will
show how to encode these down to standard verification conditions suitable for automation.

2.2 Basic Usage of Closures
In this subsection, we review some basic properties of closures and distil the key problems that we
address in the remainder of this paper.

2.2.1 What effects can Rust closures have? As we have seen, Rust closures can have arguments,
a return value, and captured state. A closure call’s observable effects can manifest in all three of
these: during a call, a closure may mutate arguments passed by mutable reference, a closure may
mutate its captured state, and it may produce a result, as in the following example:

1 let mut i = 1;
2 let mut j = 2; // j is captured by (mutable) reference below:
3 let mut cl = |x: &mut i32| -> i32 { j += *x; *x += 1; j + *x };
4
5 let r = cl(&mut i);
6 assert_eq!(i, 2); // the closure's side effect on its argument
7 assert_eq!(j, 3); // the closure's side effect on its captured state
8 assert_eq!(r, 5); // the closure's result

To prove the above assertions, we need to reason about the closure’s result in terms of its argument
and captured state, as well as its side effects on each of these. The definition of cl captures j (by
mutable reference, the default for closure-captured state which is modified in the closure body).
In this simple case, one could imagine simply inlining the closure call, but in general (e.g. when a
closure is passed as a function argument), we need to be able to modularly prove correctness of the
closure body and capture sufficient information about its behaviour via a suitable specification.
The first step towards achieving this goal is tackling the following first challenge:

Key Problem K1: How to specify guaranteed closure behaviour for all future call sites,
potentially conditioned on values of the closure’s captured state.

2.2.2 How may the captured state evolve? Similar to other aggregate types, closures typically do
not modify their captured state arbitrarily, but rather (implicitly) establish and maintain invariants
on the values this state can take. For example, consider the following closure inc:

1 let mut x = 0;
2 let mut inc = || { x += 1; x };

Clearly, inc will always return positive values, however many times it is called (assuming no
overflow occurs). Formally proving this property, however, involves establishing the invariant
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𝑥 ≥ 0 on inc’s captured state. More generally, exactly which properties are guaranteed for all future
calls of a particular closure may depend both on knowledge of the closure’s initially captured state
and on previous calls to the same closure instance, as illustrated by the following example:

1 use std::collections::HashSet;
2 let mut set = HashSet::new(); // mutable standard library set
3 set.insert(42); // inserts 42 into the set
4 let mut cl = |i| { set.insert(i); }; // cl captures set (mutably)
5 cl(7); // (indirectly) inserts 7 into the set
6 foo(cl); // pass cl to some higher-order function
7 // (cl is no longer live here, releasing alias to set from its captured state)
8 assert!(set.contains(&42) && set.contains(&7));

Without knowing foo’s precise behaviour (in particular, whether and how often it calls its argument
closure), we would like to assert that both elements remain in the set. Conceptually, this is
guaranteed without needing to know anything about foo’s behaviour: the implementation of cl
only ever adds to the set, while Rust’s type system prevents there being any other usable alias to
the same set while the closure is live. This illustrates the next key challenge:

Key Problem K2: Expressing the possible evolution of a closure’s captured state across
unknown, potentially unbounded numbers of calls to the closure.

2.3 Common Closure Use Cases
Closures have a wide variety of idiomatic use cases; we give an overview of several of the more
commonmotivations for closure usage in Rust (and similar languages) here. These impose minimum
requirements on the expressiveness of our specification and verification technique.

2.3.1 Pointwise computations. The following example is, albeit simple, typical of real-world Rust
code: take a collection and compute from each element a corresponding output element, each
computed by an (independent) call to the same closure. The specific computation performed per
element can be customised by varying the types and definition of the closure, e.g. mapping integers
to their absolute values, parsing strings as floating-point numbers, etc.

1 let nums = vec![1, 2, 3];
2 let r = nums.iter() // creates an iterator over the vector
3 .map(|i| (*i) * 2)
4 .collect::<Vec<_>>(); // collects the iterator's elements into a vector
5 assert_eq!(r, vec![2, 4, 6]);

Apart from Iterator::map(), several other standard library functions, such as Iterator::for_each()
and Option::map(), also implement similar pointwise behaviours. To verify such examples, the
specification of, say, map() must express its behaviour in terms of the closure it receives as an
argument. Indeed, this is true for any higher-order function: the specification of a higher-order
function may need to express requirements on the closure’s behaviour, ahead of any concrete calls
(such as “the closure must always return positive values”), and may (in retrospect) also summarise
the actual calls made to its closure argument(s), and how these relate to the results and side effects
of the higher-order function called (e.g. “the closure was called with argument X, and the result of
this call was stored in collection Y”). This duality is captured by the next two key problems:
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Key Problem K3: Specifying higher-order programming idioms, such as those imple-
mented by commonly used higher-order functions in the Rust standard library, including
suitable requirements on closure values passed to such functions.

Key Problem K4: Specifying the side effects and results of higher-order functions in
terms of properties of the closures they are passed.

2.3.2 Closures as lazy generators. Closures are often used for generating values from scratch (for
instance, in order to initialise data structures, or to provide default values). The value of this pattern
lies in its making element creation lazy: elements are only constructed (by calling the closure)
when actually needed. Examples from the standard library include the unwrap_or_else() function
of Result and Option (and, in fact, any of the many standard library functions with names ending
in _or_else()). Additionally, the repeat_with() function illustrates this pattern nicely: it receives a
closure argument and constructs an infinite iterator containing the results of closure invocations:

1 use std::iter::repeat_with;
2 let mut count = 0;
3 let nums = repeat_with(
4 || { let r = count; count += 1; r * 2 });
5
6 for i in nums.take(10) { // iterates over the first 10 values
7 assert!(i % 2 == 0);
8 }

Often, this is used in conjunction with calls to the lazy function take() (to obtain a finite iterator)
and the non-lazy function collect() (to insert the iterator’s elements into a new data structure).
For this use case, one typically wants to verify statements of the form “all generated values have a
certain property”; similarly to pointwise computations above, key problems K3 and K4 arise.

2.3.3 Closures as accumulators. In addition to the simple use cases from the previous two para-
graphs, closures can also be used to control more-complex accumulations, in which each call may
depend on previous ones. A classic example is the fold() function, which threads an accumulated
value through all calls to its argument closure:

1 let nums = vec![1, 5, 7, 11, 13];
2 let all_odd = nums.iter()
3 .fold(true, |a, c| a && (c % 2 == 1));
4
5 if all_odd {
6 for i in nums {
7 assert!(i % 2 == 1);
8 }
9 }

fold() makes the accumulation explicit, but examples involving for_each() and even map() (all
from the Iterator trait) can also fall into this category whenever their argument closure performs
accumulations implicitly, in its captured state. For all such cases, the following challenge arises:

Key Problem K5: Specifying aggregated values computed via the combination of re-
peated closure calls.
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2.3.4 Closures as predicates. Previous examples of closure usage did not affect the control flow –
the closures we presented were straight-line programs determining, for example, the operations
to be applied to each element of a vector. By contrast, we now address cases where the main
purpose of a closure is to influence the control flow of a higher-order function. For instance,
sort_by() takes a closure as an argument that determines the sorting criterion. Similarly, the
take_while() and skip_while() functions of Iterator receive an argument closure corresponding,
conceptually, to a loop head, because the closure determines how many elements should be retained
or skipped, respectively. The following example illustrates this use case with the skip_while()

function, skipping over elements of a vector until the first negative value is reached:

1 let nums = vec![1, 2, 3, -1];
2 let x = nums.iter().skip_while(|i| **i >= 0).next();
3 assert_eq!(x, Some(&-1));

Reasoning about such code typically relies implicitly on properties such as anti-symmetry of a
comparison function, or transitivity of an equivalence property expressed via a closure; we need
mechanisms for describing these properties of multiple arbitrary calls to the closure.

Key Problem K6: Specifying the mathematical relations of closures acting as predicates.

2.3.5 Closures for concurrency. Since closures provide a convenient abstraction over a block of
code, they are also used as a standard mechanism for concurrency libraries such as std:thread,
whose spawn function takes a closure as argument to specify the code to be executed. While formally
reasoning about such concurrent programs requires many of the solutions we present in this paper
for handling the closure-related reasoning, verification of concurrent Rust is beyond the direct
scope of our work here.

2.4 Rust Specifics
All of the use cases presented so far equally occur in programming languages other than Rust,
so what makes closures in Rust specifically interesting? In this subsection, we argue that Rust
simplifies some aspects of reasoning about such closure uses thanks to the specifics of its type
system. Solving the key problems described above would be harder still in other languages, due to
the possibility of unrestricted aliasing. For example, reasoning challenges exist for tracking relevant
information about a closure’s captured state and how it evolves (see key problems K1–K4). However,
for every Rust closure, we know that no captured state can ever be mutated except by the closure itself.
While this strong guarantee (which we exploit in our methodology) is not available in languages
such as Java or C++, our work could nonetheless be applied alongside a standard formal reasoning
technique for taming aliasing and side effects in the context of another programming language,
such as separation logic [O’Hearn et al. 2001]. Indeed, as we will explain in Section 4, our technique
can be encoded under mild assumptions about the underlying logic employed for heap reasoning.

2.4.1 What is special about Rust’s type system? The Rust language provides memory safety guar-
antees by requiring the programmer to adhere to a strict ownership discipline, wherein every
memory-allocated value has exactly one owner, a variable, which is responsible for deallocating
the value once it goes out of scope.2 Ownership may be transferred between variables in so-called
2The ownership system can be temporarily disabled by manually casting to raw pointer types and operating on these; this
(and similar low-level operations) must be wrapped inside so-called unsafe blocks. They allow for direct, untyped memory
accesses (as sometimes required in systems programming), creation of cyclic data structures, etc. Using unsafe blocks shifts
the responsibility for ensuring memory safety and other correctness properties from the type checker to the programmer; it
is therefore understood that unsafe blocks should be used sparingly and with care, a policy that Rust programmers seem to
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move assignments, and temporary references (called borrows) may be constructed as long as the
compiler can prove that their lifetime does not exceed that of the owning variable. In addition,
mutable aliasing is prohibited, meaning that mutable borrows are exclusive. These restrictions
simplify reasoning about the values of memory locations because they implicitly provide framing
guarantees: so long as a reference is live, it is guaranteed that its value will never change via aliases
to the same memory, even across arbitrary function calls (and, although not essential for this paper,
across different threads). The basic usage of the type system is illustrated in the following code
fragment and explained in the accompanying comments:

1 let i = Box::new(42); // i now owns a heap-allocated integer with value 42
2 let mut k = i; // the boxed int owned by i is moved into k (new owner)
3 /* println!("i: {}", i); */ // error: use of moved value i
4 let r = &k; // borrow k immutably - both r and k can (only) read
5 /* *k += 1; */ // error: values may not be modified while borrowed
6 /* let mut k2 = k; */ // error: values may not be moved while borrowed
7 /* **r += 1; */ // error: r is an immutable reference
8 println!("*r:␣{}", *r); // borrow expires here as r is not used afterwards
9 *k += 1; // k is not borrowed, so modifications are allowed
10 let m = &mut k; // borrow k mutably
11 /* let m2 = &mut k; */ // error: mutable borrows are exclusive
12 **m += 1; // borrow expires here
13 std::mem::drop(k); // (only) the owner may deallocate the object

2.4.2 How does Rust’s ownership system relate to closures? The restrictions described above also
apply to closures. Arguments and return values may have value or reference types, and the captured
variables are captured either by immutable or mutable borrow, or by move, depending on how
the value is used within the closure, with the same framing, memory safety, and non-aliasing
guarantees as above. The different modes of variable capture are illustrated in the following:

1 let a = 0;
2 let mut b = 0;
3 let c = 0;
4 let mut cl = || {
5 println!("a:␣{}", a); // a is captured by immutable reference
6 b += 1; // b is captured by mutable reference
7 std::mem::drop(c); // c is moved into the closure
8 };
9 cl();
10 assert_eq!(a, 0);
11 assert_eq!(b, 1);
12 // c has been moved and cannot be accessed here anymore

In particular, a closure’s captured state will never be modified except by calling the closure, as long
as the closure instance is live. Note that this is in stark contrast to closures in languages such as
Java and C++, in which aliasing is not restricted by the language.

at least partially adhere to in practice [Astrauskas et al. 2020; Evans et al. 2020]. Since Rust’s philosophy is that high-level
code should delegate such practices to libraries, in this paper, we only consider the safe subset of Rust.
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3 METHODOLOGY
We now discuss how to write specifications for Rust closures and the rationale underlying their
modular verification, thereby addressing the key problems from above.

3.1 Specifying Closure Behaviour (key problem K1)
As for ordinary functions, we specify a closure’s behaviour using pre- and postconditions, where
the postcondition may refer to argument values evaluated in the prestate (i.e. before the call) via
old expressions [Leavens et al. 2008]. Unlike ordinary functions, though, closures may read and
potentially modify variables in their captured state (→ key problem K1), which we accommo-
date by admitting captured variables in closure specifications.3 For example, consider the closure
specification (lines 3 and 4) in the following code snippet:

1 let mut a = 0;
2 let mut cl =
3 #[requires(true)]
4 #[ensures(a == old(a) + i && result == a)]
5 |i: i32| { a += i; a }; // captures a by mutable reference
6 assert_eq!(cl(1), 1);
7 assert_eq!(cl(2), 3);

The closure clmutably captures the integer variable a; a call to the closure adds its argument i to a,
and returns the resulting value. The given postcondition (line 4) precisely specifies this behaviour
by referring to the values of a before (old(a)) and after (a) calling the closure; the reserved keyword
result can be used in specifications to refer to the closure call’s return value.

We say that a closure specification is valid if calling the closure with any arguments in any state
satisfying the precondition can only lead to poststates satisfying the postcondition. The above
specification for cl satisfies this requirement and is therefore valid. We can use this specification to
prove the assertions in lines 6 and 7, i.e. we do not need to inspect the closure’s body or inline the
calls to reason about their results and side effects.

3.2 Specifying Evolutions of Captured State (key problem K2)
Pre- and postconditions are capable of relating the immediate pre- and poststates of concrete closure
calls. However, many intuitively correct closure properties rely on restricting the captured state’s
valid evolutions across a potentially unbounded number of calls (→ key problem K2). For example,
consider the following closure, which captures and increments a mutable variable count:

1 let mut count: i32 = 0;
2 let mut cl = || { count += 1; count };

If we ignore the possibility of integer overflows, cl will always return a positive result since
count is initialised with zero and never decreased. Moreover, count cannot become negative due
to interference from other code: since cl mutably captures count, Rust’s type system prevents
modifications of count outside of cl’s body until cl expires.
Nonetheless, the simple postcondition result > 0 would not be valid because it does not hold

for all possible prestates satisfying the implicit precondition true. To obtain a valid specification,
we could strengthen both pre- and the postcondition by adding the assertion count >= 0; however,
such a precondition would put the burden on the caller, even though it is guaranteed by the closure
3As a consequence, within our specifications we slightly deviate from standard Rust, which does not allow accessing a
closure’s captured state from outside its body (unlike, say, the fields of a struct) while the closure instance is live.
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1 let i = cl();
2 foo(&mut cl);
3
4 let j = cl();
5 assert!(i < j);

(a) Relating two closure states across an
unbounded number of calls.

1 let mut cl =
2 #[invariant(count >= old(count))]
3 #[ensures(count == old(count) + 1)]
4 #[ensures(result == count)]
5 || { count += 1; count };

(b) A closure with a history invariant.

Fig. 2. An example of a call site that requires tracking the evolution of a closure’s captured state, and a closure
declaration with a history invariant to allow such reasoning.

implementation and not the caller’s responsibility. Moreover, if we pass the closure to a higher-order
function, which calls the closure an unknown number of times, the knowledge that count >= 0

would be lost because pre- and postconditions only relate two known, concrete states.
What we need is a way of expressing constraints on a closure instance’s captured state that hold

for all reachable states, even if the precise closure state is unknown after arbitrarily many calls. To
this end, we introduce invariants into our closure specifications, which restrict the possible values
that the captured variables may ever have during the entire lifetime of the closure. For example:

1 let mut count = 0;
2 let mut cl =
3 #[invariant(count >= 0)]
4 #[ensures(count == old(count) + 1 && result == count)]
5 #[ensures(result > 0)]
6 || { count += 1; count };

Our invariants are required to hold in all pre- and poststates of calls to that closure, not in in-
termediate states occurring during the closure’s execution. Temporary violations are permitted
because calls to that closure are in such a state, and Rust prevents access to the captured variables
from the outside while the closure instance is live. Moreover, Rust does not support recursive
closures [Matsakis 2013].

Using the above invariant, if a higher-order function calls cl an unknown number of times, we
may no longer know the precise value of count, but we will know count >= 0 and, therefore, that
any subsequent or previous result returned by the closure must be at least positive; in other words,
we can prove the validity of the postcondition on line 5.

History invariants. Single-state invariants remain, however, insufficient to verify examples such
as the one shown in Figure 2a. The assertion i < j requires reasoning about valid evolutions of
the captured state with respect to a concrete earlier state; in other words, given the result of the
first call to cl, we need a way of restricting future closure states reachable from this known state,
again across a potentially unbounded and unknown number of calls to the closure. We know that
cl never decreases count and can therefore intuitively conclude that old(count) must always be
less than or equal to count, where old(count) refers to any previous closure state (including the
same state reflexively). To formally express such properties, we use history invariants: two-state
invariants that are (a) reflexive and (b) transitive.4 Figure 2b shows a specification for cl that uses a
history invariant that, together with the postcondition, is sufficient to prove the example in Fig. 2a.

4We use a refined notion of reflexivity, which takes single-state invariants into account; see Section 4.2 for the definition.
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Single-state invariants can be seen as history invariants which do not constrain an earlier state,
that is, do not contain old expressions. Therefore, we focus on history invariants in the rest of the
paper, subsuming single-state invariants.

3.3 Writing Higher-Order Specifications (key problems K3, K2)
A higher-order function receiving a closure as an argument typically has to specify requirements
on the closure’s behaviour. At the very least, it will need to know that the closure’s precondition
holds whenever it is called. Additionally, in order to guarantee its own functional specification, a
higher-order function may have expectations about the closure’s side effects and results when called
with specific arguments. At the higher-order function’s call site, we need a way to check whether a
concrete argument closure fulfils the higher-order function’s requirements (→ key problem K3).
For this purpose, we introduce specification entailments, assertions of the form

cl |= |𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . | { requires
(
𝑃exp

)
, ensures

(
𝑄exp

)
} ,

where cl is the closure instance in question and 𝑎𝑖 is the binder for the closure’s 𝑖-th argument.
The specification entailment guarantees that we can treat all calls to cl according to the expected
specification defined by 𝑃exp and𝑄exp (as usual for postconditions,𝑄exp may contain old-expressions
and refer to result). This specification need not be identical to the actual specification (say, pre-
condition 𝑃cl and postcondition 𝑄cl) given when cl was originally declared. Instead, the actual
specification must be at least as strong as the expected one, according to the standard rules for
behavioural subtyping [Dhara and Leavens 1996; Leavens and Naumann 2015; Liskov and Wing
1994]. That is, the specification entailment holds if (for all future states, as explained shortly)

𝑃exp =⇒ 𝑃cl and old(𝑃exp) =⇒
(
𝑄cl =⇒ 𝑄exp

)
,

where old(𝑃exp) denotes that we evaluate 𝑃exp in the prestate instead of a future state.
It is this notion of subtyping on closure specifications which gives our modular technique its

power, allowing us e.g. to pass many different closures (with different actual specifications) as
arguments to the same higher-order function. We can use specification entailments in preconditions
of higher-order functions to conveniently express requirements on the behaviour of their closure
arguments, i.e. we may assume in the higher-order function’s body that the argument closures
fulfil at least the expected specifications, as given by the specification entailments in the function’s
precondition. Conversely, at every call site of a higher-order function, the caller has to guarantee
that all passed closures fulfil their expected specification.
Similar notions that enable the substitution of one program component by another exist in

other settings, for instance, behavioural subtyping, refinement theory, and higher-order program
logics. However, our definition of specification entailment is novel in two major ways. First, it lends
itself to automation via SMT solvers. Even though it is used for the specification of higher-order
functions in the presence of mutable state, our specification entailment is defined via standard
first-order implications. Existing approaches to closure verification require more complex logics or
quantification over entire program states (to ensure the entailment holds in the state the closure
is invoked). Second, specification entailments need not hold for all theoretically possible calls to
a closure, but only those that may occur from the current state onwards. That is, when proving
a specification entailment, one may use any knowledge about the current state of the closure’s
captured state and how it may evolve (as constrained by history invariants), see Section 4.3 for
details. This weaker proof obligation (weakened via the history invariants) is sufficient because
Rust’s type system prevents modifications of the captured state via aliases.
As running example for this section, consider the higher-order function call_ret in Figure 3,

which calls its argument closure f on a randomly chosen positive integer and returns the result. To
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1 #[ensures(result > 0)]
2 fn roll_dice() -> i32 { /* ... */ }
3
4 #[requires(f |= |i: i32| { requires(i > 0), ensures(result > 0) })]
5 #[ensures(result > 0)]
6 fn call_ret(mut f: impl FnMut(i32) -> i32) -> i32 {
7 let x = roll_dice();
8 return f(x);
9 }

Fig. 3. Running example for reasoning about higher-order functions.

ensure that call_ret returns a positive integer, the specification entailment in the precondition
requires that f maps positive integers to positive integers, i.e. f may be called with any positive
integer and guarantees that its result, when called with such an argument, will also be positive.

The example closure cl below can be passed into call_ret, because its specification entails the
expected specification in call_ret’s precondition: clmay be called at least with any positive integer
as an argument, and it guarantees a positive result when called with a positive integer argument.5
Hence, the higher-order function call in line 5 is valid:

1 let cl =
2 #[requires(true)]
3 #[ensures(result == i * 2)] // does not imply result > 0 by itself
4 |i: i32| -> i32 { i * 2 };
5 call_ret(cl); // still valid, because cl may assume a stronger precondition in
6 // the specification entailment in call_ret's precondition

Higher-order functions and evolving captured state. The evolution of captured state across multiple
closure calls may influence whether a specification entailment is valid and, consequently, whether
a closure can be passed to a higher-order function (→ key problem K2). For instance, assume we
wish to pass the following closure cl to the higher-order function call_ret in Figure 3:

1 let mut x = -1;
2 let mut cl =
3 #[invariant(x >= old(x))]
4 #[requires(i > 0)]
5 #[ensures(result == old(x) && x == old(x) + i)]
6 |i: i32| { let r = x; x += i; r };
7 // L1
8 cl(2);
9 // L2
10 call_ret(cl);

At position L1, the closure’s postcondition does not imply result > 0; passing cl to call_retwould
thus violate call_ret’s specification. However, after calling cl once with argument 2, we can
conclude (at L2) from the closure’s specification and the initial value of x that x is now positive.
Together with the history invariant, this means that, from now on, all calls to cl will return a
positive result. Hence, the higher-order function call in line 10 satisfies call_ret’s specification.
5Note that writing i in the closure’s postcondition is equivalent to writing old(i), because i is immutable.
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Specifications for single calls. Many functions in the Rust standard library, including, for instance,
Option::map(), Result::and_then(), and hash_map::Entry::or_insert_with(), call their argument
closure(s) at most once. Rust even has a special trait, FnOnce, that a higher-order function can use
as a generic trait bound to express that it will call the closure at most once.
As a consequence, the specification entailment operator that we have discussed so far is too

imprecise for such situations, because it reasons about a closure’s state after an arbitrary number
of calls have been made. We therefore introduce a specialised single-call specification entailment
|=!, expressing that the closure instance on its left-hand side fulfils the expected specification for
its next call. For example, if we change the precondition of call_ret in Figure 3 to use |=! instead
of |=, we can pass in the following closure, which returns a positive value only when first called:

1 let mut x = 1;
2 let mut cl =
3 #[requires(i > 0)]
4 #[ensures(result == old(x) && x == old(x) - i)]
5 |i: i32| { let r = x; x -= i; r };

3.4 Describing Effects of Closure Calls (key problem K4)
Describing a higher-order function’s behaviour and effects may rely on the fact that its closure
argument(s) have themselves been called with certain arguments, such as all elements in a collection,
and on the results and side effects of such calls (e.g. that every element in map()’s result is the result
of having called the argument closure with an element from the input collection).
However, such properties cannot be expressed using the specification constructs that we have

presented so far, which provide only guarantees about potential future calls. To specify the above
properties in a first-order setting, we need a way of post hoc expressing the effects of closure calls
made by a higher-order function in a way that is parametric in the behaviour of the closure (→ key
problem K4). To this end, we propose a novel specification construct describing opaquely that
concrete closure calls have happened, i.e. without knowing what the closure does exactly (which is
generally necessary for specifying any generic higher-order function). A call description

cl (𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) ⇝ {𝑄}
specifies that “clwas called with concrete arguments 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , such that the assertion𝑄 held in its
poststate”. Here, cl and 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . are evaluated in the current state, i.e. the higher-order function’s
poststate if the call description occurs in the postcondition of a higher-order function. For instance,
consider the following specification for our running example call_ret (Figure 3):

1 #[requires(f |= |i: i32| { requires(i > 0), ensures(true) })]
2 #[ensures(exists(|i: i32| i > 0 && old(f) (i) ~~> { result == outer(result) }))]

The above call description expresses that the closure f has been called with some (existentially
quantified) integer i as an argument, and that its result was equal to the value returned by call_ret.
Notice that, like specification entailments, the call description is a nested specification whose “inner”
pre- and poststate (which belong to the closure call) are different from the “outer” pre- and poststate
(which belong to the higher-order function). To disambiguate these states, we wrap expressions
in outer() if we have to access the outer pre-/poststate from within the call description, similar
to old() expressions. Furthermore, we use old(f) on the call description’s left-hand side since f’s
captured state might change during every call (i.e. the pre- and poststate values of f, which include
its captured state, may be different); therefore, the old-expression enables us to refer to the captured
state in which we have called the closure instance.
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1 #[requires(f |= |arg: &mut T| { requires(outer(v).contains(arg)) })]
2 #[ensures(v.len() == old(v.len()))]
3 fn map<T, U>(v: &mut Vec<T>, mut f: impl FnMut(&mut T) -> U) -> Vec<U> {
4 let mut r = vec![];
5 for el in v {
6 r.push(f(el));
7 }
8 r
9 }

Fig. 4. Simplified version of the standard library function map(), with a possible specification.

Although the call descriptions by themselves do not convey enough information to precisely
describe what the closure call has actually computed (e.g. we may not know the concrete types of
all arguments), they can be combined at the higher-order function’s call site with the specification
of the concrete closure that was passed as an argument to the higher-order function. For instance,
continuing our running example, the following assertion in line 6 is valid given the specifications
of call_ret and cl: cl’s specification tells us that its result will always be greater than 42 and even,
and call_ret’s specification tells us that the higher-order function’s result was computed by calling
cl with some positive argument. Hence, the assertion holds.

1 let cl =
2 #[requires(i > 0)]
3 #[ensures(result > 42 && result % 2 == 0)]
4 |i: i32| -> i32 { 42 + 2 * i };
5 let r = call_ret(cl);
6 assert!(r > 42 && r % 2 == 0);

Unbounded closure calls. In the above example, closures were called only a statically bounded
number of times; we now turn to a more interesting example where the number of closure calls is
unbounded. Figure 4 shows a (simplified) implementation of the higher-order function map() from
Rust’s standard library that calls its argument closure f once for every element in a vector v. Its
precondition specifies that fmay assume that its argument is contained in v (i.e. it has any property
provable for all elements in v at map’s call site). Its postcondition states only that map()’s result will
have the same length as the input vector. f receives a mutable reference and produces a result; we
want to describe both the result and the side effects on the arguments in map’s specification.

First, note that f implements FnMut and thus may have its own mutable captured state. Moreover,
since f is called on each vector element in a loop, we cannot put an a priori bound on the number of
calls to f. Therefore, we cannot specify the precise closure instance used in every call. Instead, we
propose a relaxed notation for closure instances in call descriptions: we write :f (read: “some f”) to
denote that we did not necessarily call the exact closure instance f but some intermediate closure
instance f̂ (i.e. the same closure as f but with a potentially different version of captured state) such
that the history invariants hold between old(f) and f̂ as well as between f̂ and f: in other words,
that we called an in-between closure instance (between those in map’s pre- and poststates).

Second, since f receives a mutable reference, it is insufficient to describe which reference f was
called with; we also need to describe what the contents of the reference looked like in f’s pre- and
poststate. To this end, we propose to use the colon notation for arguments as well and extend our
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call description syntax with an optional prestate description 𝑃 :

[:]cl ( [:]𝑎1, [:]𝑎2, . . . ) {𝑃}⇝ {𝑄}
Here, : 𝑎𝑖 introduces a binder for the argument, which can be evaluated in both 𝑃 and𝑄 to describe
the argument value in both the closure call’s pre- and poststate. Put together, we can express the
desired specification of the map() function, that is, map() returns a vector obtained from applying its
argument closure f pointwise to input vector v, by adding the following postcondition to Figure 4:

1 #[ensures(forall(|i: usize|
2 i < v.len() ==>
3 :f (:arg) { *arg == outer(old(v[i])) } ~~>
4 { *arg == outer(v[i]) && result == outer(result[i]) }
5 ))]

More precisely, the above postcondition quantifies over all positions 𝑖 in the input vector v and uses
a call description to specify that f is called for each such 𝑖 . The prestate description requires that
the 𝑖-th call of f takes the 𝑖-th element of v as an argument; the poststate description ensures that
the 𝑖-th call of f produces the 𝑖-th element of the vector returned by map(), i.e. outer(result[i]).

3.5 Ghost Functions as Abstract Predicates (key problems K5, K6)
For specifying the behaviour of higher-order functions performing complex aggregations such as
fold() (→ key problem K5), it is insufficient to describe individual closure calls; instead, we have
to establish and maintain properties of the intermediate results that will eventually lead up to the
overall result. This issue is not specific to reasoning about closures and higher-order functions:
an analogous problem arises when verifying loops, where loop invariants provide an elegant
mechanism for specifying properties about intermediate results. Some invariants are naturally
expressed using quantifiers: in a find method, we may state that no element up to some index
equals the key. Other invariants are more easily expressed using sequence comprehensions or ghost
code: in a sum method, a ghost variable may store the sum up to some position in an array.
To represent such invariants for reasoning about higher-order functions, we propose passing

pure, i.e. terminating and side-effect-free, functions returning booleans as ghost arguments to
represent the invariants. Ghost arguments per se are also not specific to reasoning about closures or
higher-order functions and can be viewed as an orthogonal extension of our methodology. However,
they allow us to enrich higher-order specifications in important ways by replacing higher-order
quantifications over assertions (here, the invariants) by explicit ghost state, which is crucial for
automated reasoning about closure specifications.

To illustrate the intended usage of ghost arguments for specifying aggregation functions, consider
the higher-order function fold_vec in Figure 5, which computes an accumulated value – stored
in variable acc – by applying its closure argument f to every element in a vector. We use a
ghost argument function inv that takes a vector, an integer, and a value of the accumulation type
to represent the invariant that fold_vec maintains on the accumulated value. More specifically,
inv(v, i, a) expresses that a accumulates the first i elements of v. The specification requires that:
(1) the invariant holds for the initial value of acc when no vector elements have been processed

yet (line 2); and
(2) the invariant is preserved by calling the closure, i.e. we use a specification entailment express-

ing that the closure may assume the invariant for the first n elements of the vector (line 5)
and that its second argument, the element currently being added to the accumulation, is in
the vector (line 6); the specification entailment’s postcondition has to guarantee that, after
calling the closure, the invariant will hold for the first n + 1 elements of v.
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1 #[ghost_arg(inv: Fn(&Vec<T>, usize, A) -> bool)]
2 #[requires(inv(v, 0, init))]
3 #[requires(forall(|n: usize|
4 n < v.len() ==> // outer(v) has been introduced in Sec. 3.4
5 f |= |a, c| { requires(inv(outer(v), outer(n), a)
6 && outer(v[n]) == c),
7 ensures(inv(outer(v), outer(n) + 1, result)) } ))]
8 #[ensures(inv(v, v.len(), result))]
9 fn fold_vec<T, A>(v: &Vec<T>, init: A, mut f: impl FnMut(A, &T) -> A) -> A {
10 let mut acc = init;
11 for el in v {
12 acc = f(acc, el);
13 }
14 acc
15 }

Fig. 5. A ghost predicate specifying an invariant for a folding operation on a vector.

After having folded all elements, fold_vec can guarantee that the invariant holds for the entire
input vector and its own result, the final accumulated value. The caller has to pick inv so that it
matches the closure’s behaviour, but fold_vec makes no further assumptions about it, allowing for
maximal flexibility in the kind of accumulations performed with this function.
The following example shows how fold_vec is called on a vector v; the concrete invariant

inv(v, idx, acc) is supplied as a ghost argument in line 5: it states that the accumulated value acc
equals the sum of the vector’s first idx elements, which complies with fold_vec’s precondition.6

1 let v: Vec<i32> = vec![1,2,3];
2 let sum: i32 = fold_vec(
3 &v, 0,
4 #[ensures(result == x + y)] |x: i32, y: i32| x + y,
5 #[ghost] |v: Vec<i32>, idx: usize, acc: i32| v.to_seq()[0..idx].sum() == acc);
6 assert!(v == 6);

Closures as predicates. We also propose the use of ghost argument functions for higher-order
functions where the closure represents some mathematical predicate (→ key problem K6). For
instance, the sort_by() function sorts a vector according to the ordering relation implemented by its
argument closure. We can express requirements such as reflexivity, transitivity, and antisymmetry,
which are required to form an ordering relation, as well as the sortedness property of the result,
using a ghost argument function returning a boolean, which we relate to the (potentially impure)
behaviour of the closure. For example, reflexivity can be expressed as follows:

cl |= | a, b | { ensures (a == b =⇒ result) } ,
For transitivity, we would consider specification entailments across triples of future closure states.
The advantage of pure ghost argument functions is that they can be used much more freely in
specifications than the closure itself. For example, we can call a ghost argument function, but not
the closure, in the specification, which allows for much richer specifications whenever non-trivial
6The notation v.to_seq()[0..idx].sum() first converts the vector to a mathematical sequence consisting of the first idx
elements and then computes their sum. Sequence types are widely supported by intermediate verification languages.
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1 #[requires(fc |= |i| { requires(i >= 0), ensures(result >= 0) })]
2 #[ensures(:fc (:i) { i == 5 } ~~> { true })]
3 #[ensures(result >= 0)]
4 fn hof<T: FnMut(i32) -> i32>(fc: &mut T) -> i32 { fc(5) }
5
6 fn main() {
7 let mut x = 0;
8 let mut cl =
9 #[requires(i >= 0)]
10 #[invariant(x >= old(x))]
11 #[ensures(result >= 0)]
12 |i: i32| -> i32 { x += i; i };
13 hof(&mut cl);
14 }

Fig. 6. Running example illustrating our first-order encoding.

mathematical properties need to be expressed. However, many simple functions where closures
are used as predicates (→ Section 2.3.4), such as filter(), any(), and all(), can also be specified
using call descriptions, removing the need for explicitly passing a ghost argument at every call site.

The specification constructs presented in this section address all of the key problems identified in
Section 2 and allow us to express precise, modular specifications of the common use cases of closures
in Rust. Next, we will explain how we verify Rust implementations against such specifications.

4 FIRST-ORDER ENCODING
Automated deductive verification tools such as Boogie [Barnett et al. 2006], Dafny [Leino 2010],
VeriFast [Jacobs et al. 2011], and Viper [Müller et al. 2016] ultimately reduce verification to checking
satisfiability of first-order logic formulas modulo suitable theories. However, our methodology
for reasoning about Rust closures heavily relies on higher-order concepts, e.g. nested closure
specifications (specification entailments and call descriptions). These concepts have no counterpart
in first-order logic and are not directly supported by the above tools.

In this section, we develop an encoding strategy that breaks down these higher-order concepts
into first-order logic, which allows integrating our methodology into automated verifiers. We
present our encoding strategy in terms of a simple first-order logic that is supported by all of the
above verification tools; our concrete implementation builds on Prusti [Astrauskas et al. 2019]
which, in turn, uses the Viper verification framework.

Running example. Throughout this section, we consider the Rust program in Figure 6. The higher-
order function hof takes a closure of type T: FnMut(i32) -> i32 (i.e. a closure with potentially
mutable captured state which takes and returns an integer) and is equipped with a specification
entailment, which states that non-negative integers are mapped to non-negative integers, in its
precondition and a call description, which states that the closure is called with argument 5, in its
postcondition. The function main creates a closure instance cl, which mutably captures the variable
x, and calls hof with a mutable reference to cl. We will present the most relevant aspects of the
above example’s encoding; its full encoding is available online [Wolff et al. 2021b].
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4.1 Prerequisites
We assume a first-order logic that is supported by SMT solvers and in which we can define and
axiomatise uninterpreted sorts and functions. Moreover, we impose the following two requirements:

1. Framing. We need an encoding of the program memory together with a methodology for
framing information around calls We rely on framing since our encoding reasons only about those
parts of the memory that are directly affected by closure calls, i.e. a closure’s arguments and its
captured state. Framing guarantees that such calls do not invalidate our knowledge about the rest of
the program state. Existing automated verifiers support framing via well-established methodologies
for instance, by using separation logic in VeriFast and Viper, and dynamic frames in Dafny.

2. Snapshots. We need a mechanism snap that takes a (possibly heap-dependent) value in the
current program memory and produces a mathematical abstraction (its “snapshot” [Smans et al.
2010]) that uniquely characterises the value such that it can be passed around, copied, compared
with snapshots of other values (even in other states), and quantified over. We rely on snapshots for
reasoning about possible future (closure) states without resorting to higher-order concepts.
For instance, the snapshots of a data type, say struct S { a: i32, b: i32 }, can be modelled

as an uninterpreted sort SnapS, equipped with uninterpreted functions consS(i32, i32) -> SnapS,
aS(SnapS) -> i32, and bS(SnapS) -> i32, which mimic the struct’s (injective) constructor and
getter functions for accessing field values, respectively. Computing the snapshot of a struct from
the program memory (snap) then amounts to calling its constructor with the snapshot values of its
fields.7 Conversely, to convert a snapshot 𝑠 back to a struct, we take a fresh struct instance and
assume that its snapshot (as computed by snap) is equal to 𝑠 . We will not distinguish between heap
objects and their snapshots throughout this section.

Taking snapshots of closure instances, i.e. computing mathematical abstractions of their captured
state, works analogously because we can view closure instances as structs with a field for each
captured variable. Existing automated verifiers enable the use of snapshots, typically by providing
a way to declare and axiomatise uninterpreted functions; some (e.g. VeriFast [Jacobs et al. 2011])
employ the same concept in their underlying encodings.

Running example (cont.). We can view the closure cl as an instance of struct CL { x: i32 };
snap (cl) yields an element of the uninterpreted sort SnapCL satisfying xCL (snap (cl)) == x.

4.2 Modelling Closure Specifications
Recall that every closure specification consists of a precondition, a history invariant, and a postcon-
dition. However, relating a concrete closure instance to its specification is non-trivial: in the context
of modular verification, we cannot, in general, know from which closure definition a concrete
closure instance originates. Thus, we do not usually know the declared, most precise specification,
but only, perhaps multiple, weakened specifications (cf. Section 3.3). Instead of attempting to manu-
ally keep track of all known specifications for a given closure instance, we represent the actual
closure specification by uninterpreted specification functions and let the SMT solver figure out the
details; a similar approach has been proposed by Nordio et al. [2010] and Kassios and Müller [2010].
More precisely, for every closure definition and generic closure type parameter, we introduce three

7We identify Rust’s integer types with the type Int in our underlying logic and therefore omit snap(. . . ) for integers.
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uninterpreted functions, modelling the closure’s precondition, postcondition, and history invariant:

pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) : Bool
post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 ) : Bool

inv (𝑐, 𝑐) : Bool
In the above functions, 𝑐 refers to a closure instance, 𝑎𝑖 to the closure’s 𝑖-th argument, and 𝑟 to
its return value. Moreover, 𝑐 and 𝑎𝑖 refer to old values, i.e. the value in the prestate for post and
the value in any former (or the current) state for inv. All specification functions are mathematical
functions independent of program states; closure instances (including their captured state) and
heap-dependent arguments are passed as snapshots. Our encoding will ensure that a specification
function evaluates to true only if the corresponding precondition (resp. postcondition or invariant)
holds for the given closure instance, arguments, and return value in the given program states.

For the function inv, wemay assume transitivity and reflexivity modulo the single-state invariants
(i.e. inv(𝑐, 𝑐) only holds if 𝑐 satisfies the single-state invariants) as an axiom; this is justified by
proving both properties separately for any concrete closure declaration. In particular, the following
formula characterises reflexivity modulo single-state invariants [Cohen et al. 2015]:

∀𝑐 . (∃𝑐 ′ . inv (𝑐 ′, 𝑐)) =⇒ inv (𝑐, 𝑐)
where 𝑐 and 𝑐 ′ range over closure instances. Intuitively, the left-hand side of the implication above
filters out exactly those instances 𝑐 from the universal quantification for which the single-state
invariants hold.8 In particular, inv (𝑐 ′, 𝑐) asserts that precisely the single-state invariants hold for
closure instance 𝑐 .

Running example (cont.). We generate two sets of specification functions, one for the concrete
closure type CL of cl, and one for the generic closure type T passed to hof. Both sets of specification
functions share the same signature save for the snapshot type, which models a closure’s captured
state (𝑥 for CL and arbitrary state for T). Formally, for S ∈ {CL, T}, the specification functions are:

preS (𝑐 : SnapS, 𝑖 : Int) : Bool

postS
(
𝑐 : SnapS, 𝑐 : SnapS, 𝑖 : Int, 𝑖 : Int, result : Int

)
: Bool

invS (𝑐 : SnapS, 𝑐 : SnapS) : Bool
Specification functions provide a means of symbolically denoting the individual components of a
closure instance’s specification without precisely knowing the specification or closure definition.
In the remainder of this section, we show how we use these functions to encode closures and our
various higher-order specification features for reasoning about them.

4.3 Breaking Down Higher-Order Specifications
We now show how to encode usages of the two higher-order specification constructs proposed in
Section 3 (specification entailments and call descriptions) into first-order logic.

Encoding specification entailments. Recall from Section 3.3 that a specification entailment

cl |= |𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . | {requires (𝑃) , ensures (𝑄)}
expresses that the closure cl’s specification is stronger (in the sense of behavioural subtyping) than
the expected specification given by precondition 𝑃 and postcondition 𝑄 for all valid (w.r.t. to the
8In our explanations, we assume satisfiability of the history invariants: An invariant of the form old (𝑥) < 𝑥 ∧ old (𝑥) > 𝑥

is allowed but always false, regardless of the concrete old and new states of 𝑥 . However, we then either cannot prove the
closure body, or the closure does not terminate (and thus trivially verifies in a partial correctness setting).
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closure’s invariants) and reachable states of cl’s captured state; in other words, that cl satisfies the
expected specification for all future calls made to it.
Formally, if cur is the closure instance cl in its current state, this means that (1) for all possible

future states 𝑐 of cl – i.e., those satisfying inv (cur, 𝑐) – 𝑃 implies cl’s actual precondition pre (. . .),
and (2) whenever the expected precondition 𝑃 holds for a valid future state 𝑐 of cl then the actual
postcondition post (. . .) implies the expected postcondition 𝑄 :9

∀ 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . . inv (cur, 𝑐) =⇒ (𝑃 (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) =⇒ pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . )) (1)

∀ 𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 . inv (cur, 𝑐) =⇒ (𝑃 (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) =⇒ (2)
((post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 ) ∧ inv (𝑐, 𝑐)) =⇒ 𝑄 (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 )))

Running example (cont.). To encode the specification entailment in hof’s precondition, namely

fc |= |𝑖 | {requires(𝑖 ≥ 0), ensures(result ≥ 0)} ,
we use the specification functions for the generic type parameter T:

∀ 𝑓 : SnapT, 𝑖 : Int . invT (snap (fc) , 𝑓 ) =⇒
(
𝑖 ≥ 0 =⇒ preT (𝑓 , 𝑖)

)
∀ 𝑓 , 𝑓 : SnapT, 𝑖, 𝑖, result : Int . invT (snap (fc) , 𝑓 ) =⇒(

𝑖 ≥ 0 =⇒
((
postT (𝑓 , 𝑓 , 𝑖, 𝑖, result) ∧ invT (𝑓 , 𝑓 )

)
=⇒ result ≥ 0

))
Encoding call descriptions. Recall from Section 3.4 that a call description of the form

: f (: 𝑎1, : 𝑎2, . . . ) {𝑃}⇝ {𝑄}
conceptually describes a specific closure call that happened in the past. More precisely, :f refers
to some closure instance (with possibly modified captured state) “between” old(f) and f, i.e. an
existentially quantified instance 𝑐 satisfying inv (old (𝑓 ) , 𝑐) that was called to produce poststate
instance 𝑐 with inv (𝑐, 𝑓 ). Furthermore, both pre (. . . ) and 𝑃 held in the prestate of that call, and,
analogously, both post (. . . ) and𝑄 held in its poststate. Finally, we know that the call has preserved
the closure’s invariants: inv (𝑐, 𝑐). Putting everything together, we obtain the following first-order
encoding of call descriptions:10

∃ 𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 . inv (old (𝑓 ) , 𝑐) ∧ inv (𝑐, 𝑐) ∧ inv (𝑐, 𝑓 ) ∧ pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . )
∧ 𝑃 (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) ∧ post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 ) ∧𝑄 (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 )

Closure instances and arguments that are not preceded by a colon are encoded more-simply: they
are not existentially quantified; we take their values from the current environment.

Running example (cont.). To encode the call description in hof’s postcondition, namely

:fc (: 𝑖) {𝑖 == 5}⇝ {true} ,
we again only need the specification functions for closure instances of the generic type T:

∃𝑓 , 𝑓 : SnapT, 𝑖, 𝑖, result : Int .

invT (old(snap(fc)), 𝑓 ) ∧ invT (𝑓 , 𝑓 ) ∧ invT (𝑓 , snap (fc))
∧ preT (𝑓 , 𝑖) ∧ 𝑖 == 5 ∧ postT (𝑓 , 𝑓 , 𝑖, 𝑖, result) ∧ true

9Automating verification requires handling some SMT-specific details. Assuming the SMT solver of choice uses E-matching
[de Moura and Bjørner 2007], we also have to supply matching patterns (so-called triggers) to guide quantifier instantiations.
In the encoding of specification entailments, suitable triggers are {pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . .) } and {post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 ) }.
10Again, we may have to choose a suitable trigger, in this case: {pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ) , post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑟 ) }.
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4.4 Encoding Closure Calls, Instantiations, and Definitions
It remains to encode the Rust statements involving closures, i.e. definitions, instantiations, and
calls. Higher-order functions receive an implicit extra precondition inv (𝑐, 𝑐) (i.e. that 𝑐 satisfies all
single-state invariants) and postcondition inv (old (𝑐) , 𝑐) (i.e. that the closure instance’s invariants
have been maintained) for each closure argument 𝑐; otherwise, they need no special treatment.

Encoding closure calls. The main steps of encoding a closure call are the same as for ordinary
function calls: We first assert the closure’s precondition pre (𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . ), then havoc (i.e. give
up our knowledge of, according to the heap framing methodology from the underlying tool) the
parts of the program memory that might have been modified during the call, namely the closure’s
captured state and its mutable arguments (plus everything reachable from them), and finally assume
the closure’s postcondition post (𝑐, 𝑐, 𝑎1, 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑟 ). Additionally, in the prestate, we assert inv (𝑐, 𝑐)
to check the single-state invariants for 𝑐’s captured state, and we may assume inv (𝑐, 𝑐) in the
poststate (i.e., that the call has maintained all invariants). 11

Running example (cont.). For 𝑠 = snap(fc), we encode the call fc(5) in line 4 of Figure 6 in three
steps: first, we assert the closure’s precondition preT (𝑠, 5) and single-state invariant invT (𝑠, 𝑠); then,
we havoc fc’s captured state, and finally, we assume the closure’s postcondition and invariant as

postT (old(𝑠), 𝑠, old(5), 5) ∧ invT (old(𝑠), 𝑠) .
Encoding the higher-order function call hof(&mut cl) then amounts to (1) asserting its precondition,
consisting of invCL (snap(cl), snap(cl)) and the specification entailment

cl |= |𝑖 | { requires (𝑖 ≥ 0) , ensures (result ≥ 0) } ,
(2) havocking the state potentially modified by hof, and (3) assuming its postcondition, namely
result ≥ 0, invCL (old (snap (cl)), snap (cl)), and the call description

cl (i) { i == 5 } ⇝ { true } .

Encoding closure definitions. Closure definitions are encoded similarly to ordinary function
declarations: We assume the closure’s precondition and invariants, followed by the encoding of its
body, and then assert its postcondition and invariant preservation w.r.t. the prestate. Furthermore,
we check the closure’s single-state invariants. As already discussed in Section 4.2, they must be
checked to be transitive and reflexive (modulo the single-state invariants).

Encoding closure instantiations. When creating a new closure instance cur, our encoding needs
to check that the initial values of the captured variables satisfy the closure’s declared invariants 𝐼 .
Since the closure definition is always known when instantiating a closure instance, we can simply
assert 𝐼 directly and assume inv (cur, cur). Notice that this assumption is justified by asserting the
declared invariants 𝐼 but does not follow automatically because inv is an uninterpreted function.
For the same reason, we have to model the correspondence between the specification functions
pre and post and the closure’s actual (declared) specification; that is, we assume that the following
specification entailment is true for the created closure instance cur (where 𝑃 and 𝑄 are the pre-
and postcondition as declared for the closure definition that we are instantiating):

cur |= |𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . | { requires (𝑃) , ensures (𝑄) }
Finally, we relate the actual declared invariants 𝐼 to the specification function inv:

∀ 𝑐, 𝑐 . inv (cur, 𝑐) =⇒ (inv (𝑐, 𝑐) =⇒ 𝐼 (𝑐, 𝑐))
11The asserted invariant is provable in our methodology, i.e. it cannot fail. If an invariant is violated, we will encounter an
assertion failure in the encoding of closure definitions.
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Running example (cont.). The closure cl (with snapshot 𝑠 = snap(cl)) is defined and instantiated
in lines 8–12 of Figure 6. The closure body is encoded like a regular function body, except for
the fact that it may assume the single-state invariants and must prove invariant preservation
(x >= old(x) here). For the closure instantiation, we check that the invariants on the captured state
are established (x >= x) and assume invCL (𝑠, 𝑠). After that, we relate the declared specification to
the uninterpreted specification functions by assuming the specification entailment

cl |= | 𝑖 | { requires (𝑖 ≥ 0) , ensures (result ≥ 0) } ,
which is encoded as before. Moreover, we relate the invariant of cl to its specification function:

∀ 𝑓 , 𝑓 : SnapCL . invCL (𝑠, 𝑓 ) =⇒
(
invCL (𝑓 , 𝑓 ) =⇒ xCL (𝑓 ) ≥ xCL (𝑓 )

)
5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We integrated ourmethodology for verifying closures and higher-order functions into the automated
Rust verifier Prusti [Astrauskas et al. 2019]. Section 5.1 gives an overview of our implementation. To
evaluate both our methodology and its prototypical implementation, we specified and automatically
verified a number of realistic, non-trivial case studies of Rust programs involving closures. Section 5.2
presents the results of our evaluation as well as how we selected the case studies. Finally, Section 5.3
gives some justifications for our choice of common use cases in Section 2.3.

5.1 Implementation Overview
We implemented our methodology on top of the automated Rust verification tool Prusti [Astrauskas
et al. 2019], which builds on the Viper verification infrastructure [Müller et al. 2016]. Our source
code, its documentation, and all examples are available online [Wolff et al. 2021a,b]. Given a Rust
program without any additional specification annotations, Prusti utilises information from the Rust
compiler, especially its type and borrow checkers, to automatically derive a core proof – a memory
safety proof in a permission-based separation logic formalised in Viper’s intermediate verification
language.12 Additionally, Prusti allows users to annotate programs with functional specifications,
such as pre- and postconditions for functions as well as loop invariants, in a subset of Rust’s
expression syntax (extended by quantifiers). These functional specifications are then verified on top
of the core proof, which provides the basis for successful verification of the functional specification
e.g. by giving framing guarantees. We employed the same principles when implementing our
methodology for verifying closures and higher-order functions.

Our Prusti extension implements the encoding strategy developed in Section 4. We were able to
reuse significant parts of Prusti’s existing infrastructure; for example, the Rust compiler transforms
closures into functions with an implicit extra argument for the closure’s captured state, which is an
aggregate type similar to regular structs. Hence, we were able to adapt Prusti’s type encoding for
structs to also work for closure types.

Our implementation supports the specification constructs presented throughout the paper with
some syntactic differences. Most of these differences are superficial, e.g. the implemented version
of call descriptions looks similar to specification entailments to allow us to reuse parsing code.
Other differences are necessitated by limited APIs for the internals of the Rust compiler – closure
declarations must be wrapped in closure!(...) and the programmer must declare any variable
captured by the closure to be able to use it in specifications. A comparison between our idealised
specification syntax and Prusti’s syntax, is found in the online documentation [Wolff et al. 2021a].
12The borrow checker enforces adherence to the ownership system and various additional restrictions, e.g. that values may
not be moved while borrowed, accessed while immutably borrowed, etc.
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Before our extension, Prusti had no generally applicable mechanism for specifying the effects of
closure calls and their side effects in a modular fashion. Moreover, there was also no straightforward
way to write an assertion expressing side-effectful computations of closures that mutate the heap.

5.2 Experimental Evaluation
For our experimental evaluation, we verified a collection of Rust programs that demonstrate the
specification and verification capabilities of our methodology.

Selection of case studies. We evaluated our implementation on two sets of benchmarks: first, we
collected examples involving closures and higher-order functions from the verification literature.
Since our tool is, to the best of our knowledge, the first supporting automated verification of Rust
closures, these examples were originally written in different languages, such as C# and Scheme.
We translated each of them (and their specifications) to annotated Rust programs.13

Second, we added our own examples to demonstrate how our verification methodology performs
on concrete instances of the use cases of Rust closures identified in Section 2.3. These examples
are mainly based on widely used standard library functions, such as map(), fold(), any(), and
all(). Since the standard library relies on some Rust features that are both unrelated to closures
and unsupported in Prusti, such as lazy iterator chaining, our example programs use custom
implementations of the above functions that operate directly on vectors.14 However, they still
showcase the same challenges for closure and higher-order function verification.

An overview of all examples is presented in Table 1. It includes 10 correct examples and 4 erro-
neous examples, which were obtained by manually seeding errors in 4 of the correct examples. Our
suite contains at least one example, including both call sites and higher-order function definitions,
for every use case identified in Section 2.3. We used these to assess whether our methodology is
flexible and powerful enough to specify and verify practically relevant idioms involving closures
and higher-order functions; we will further justify these choices in Section 5.3.

Experimental setup. All experiments were performed using an Intel Core i9-10885H 2.40GHz
CPU with 16 GiB of RAM. We measure the wall-clock runtimes for computing the Rust-to-Viper
encoding and its subsequent verification using Viper’s symbolic execution backend.

Results. Table 1 shows the results of our evaluation. Our implementation reported the correct
results on all 14 examples, each in less than 13s. For each example, we counted the lines of code
(LOC), lines of specification (LOS), and lines of glue code (LOG), i.e. code that is solely required by
Prusti to deal with currently unsupported Rust features. Overall, the annotation overhead amounts
to roughly one line of specification per line of code (excluding glue code), where we performed a
conservative count based on Prusti’s more verbose syntax without compressing specifications, e.g.
conjoining postconditions or removing whitespace. The specification effort based on the idealised
syntax proposed in this paper would be significantly lower. The overall annotation overhead is
relatively low – at least compared to other verifiers for imperative code. In particular, leveraging
Rust’s type information frees us from the burden of specifying the shape of heap structures or
framing information required by other tools.
13While we attempted to translate each example into Rust as closely as possible, some adaptations were required in order to
make the translated program comply with Rust’s rigid type and ownership system.
14Rust’s Iterator trait is lazy; functions such as map() and filter() only return custom Iterator implementations,
which then perform mapping/filtering once an element is requested. Furthermore, it is common in Rust to chain calls to
iterator functions. The verification of Rust’s Iterator functions therefore requires threading any knowledge about the
original values through arbitrarily many, possibly dynamically dispatched, higher-order function calls of Iterator and its
specialised implementations. We focus on the challenges of verifying closures and higher-order functions that directly work
on data structures, but without the added complexities of lazy iterator chaining.
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Example CS HO NC UC LOS LOC LOG VTA M HI SE CD GA
counter
counter_err

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ≥ 8 10
9 1 5.570

5.120
delegation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ = 9 20 1 5.967

blameassgn
blameassgn_err

✓ = 11 12
14 1 4.881

5.344
option
option_map_err

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ = 1 103
18

106
21 19 8.428

8.297
map_vec ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ≥ 1 34 29 36 12.662

result_uoe ✓ ✓ = 2 16 14 29 6.768

repeat_with_n ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ≥ 2 19 21 36 12.740

fold_list_rev (Viper) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ≥ 3 4.193
any
any_err ✓ ✓ ≥ 4 38 33 36 10.770

10.693

all ✓ ✓ ≥ 4 39 33 36 10.218

Table 1. The list of example programs, together with the features of our methodology that they showcase,
on which we have evaluated our implementation. The examples named *_err are negative tests expected to
yield verification errors. The features are usage of any (A) or mutable (M) captured state (CS), possibly with
history invariants (HI), as well as higher-order specifications (HO) using specification entailments (SE), call
descriptions (CD), or ghost argument functions (GA). Column NC shows whether the number of closure calls
in the given example is bounded (=) or unbounded (≥); e.g. a map() on a vector would qualify as “unboundedly
many” calls, even if the example includes a call site with a fixed number of elements in the vector. The UC
column classifies the example (if applicable) into one of four use cases, following the ordering in Section 2.3.
LOS and LOC indicate the (potentially overlapping) numbers of closure-related lines of specifications (in
Prusti’s actual syntax) and code, respectively. LOG counts the lines of glue code required by Prusti to deal
with unsupported Rust features, e.g. library functions. VT gives the average verification time in seconds over
10 runs. fold_list_rev has been manually encoded into Viper and is not comparable to the other examples.

Our Prusti extension did not noticeably increase verification times compared to similarly sized
examples without closures (cf. Table 1 on page 22 of Astrauskas et al. [2019]). This demonstrates
that our methodology and encoding strategy are feasible for use in a practical program verifier.
Moreover, the verification times for erroneous examples are very similar to those for their correct
counterparts. The performance on erroneous examples is important for the practical use of a
verifier, when it is run repeatedly on incorrect examples until all bugs are fixed and all necessary
annotations provided. Our case studies required all specification constructs of our methodology
(cf. Section 3) for their successful verification.

Examples in detail. The example counter is inspired by Kassios and Müller [2010]; it uses a
closure to increment a captured variable every time the closure is called. The closure is passed to
a higher-order function that, in principle, could invoke it an arbitrary number of times, thereby
demonstrating the need for history invariants. The specification overhead in the original paper is
comparable to what is required in our implementation.

By contrast, verifying the delegation example, also taken from Kassios and Müller [2010], relies
on complex framing conditions, which our approach can automatically derive from Rust’s type
system; the specification overhead is thus significantly smaller than in the original paper.
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Findler and Felleisen [2002] have inspired the blameassgn example, which we have fleshed out
according to their description since they do not provide explicit code. Our implementation is capable
of assigning the “blame” for a higher-order contract violation correctly and statically, whereas they
perform dynamic checking with about the same amount of specification overhead.

For the option example, we have specified and verified all higher-order functions provided by the
Rust standard library’s Option type (monomorphised to Option<i32> for simplicity), together with
several concrete use cases. Similarly, result_uoe models the unwrap_or_else higher-order function
of Rust’s Result type, which is used for error handling and reporting.

map_vec and repeat_with_n showcase common higher-order functions of Rust’s Iterator type,
although for reasons unrelated to closures and higher-order functions, we have chosen to work
directly on vectors instead of the much more complex Iterator trait. map_vec demonstrates a
pointwise side-effectful map operation on a Vec<i32>, and repeat_with_n performs the equivalent of
an iter::repeat_with() call, followed directly by a collect::<Vec<i32>>() call to produce a vector.
any and all similarly model the corresponding functions in the Iterator standard library trait, but
again work directly on vectors for simplicity.
Finally, the fold_list_rev example concerns the list reversal algorithm that was analysed as a

case study by Svendsen et al. [2010], without automation and in a higher-order specification logic.
We were unable to encode this example directly for our implementation, due to reasons orthogonal
to the verification of closures: in particular, missing support for reasoning about mathematical
sequence types in Prusti. To demonstrate that our methodology is in principle capable of handling
such data structure transformations involving closures, we manually encoded the example in the
Viper intermediate verification language, following the encoding strategy in Section 4.

5.3 Use of Rust Closures in Practice
We performed a preliminary analysis of the 200 most commonly used Rust crates, i.e. binaries and
libraries, from the Rust community’s public registry https://crates.io using the Qrates querying
infrastructure [Astrauskas et al. 2020] to substantiate our claim that the use cases discussed in
Section 2 represent idiomatic usages of closures in Rust. The data we collected shows that several
different versions of map() (→ point-wise transformations, Section 2.3.1), some functions of the
*_or_else() kind (→ lazy generators, Section 2.3.2), as well as the filter(), any(), all(), and find()
functions of Iterator (→ closures as predicates, Section 2.3.4) together make up the majority of all
higher-order function calls in the real-world Rust code that we analysed. This suggests that our
use cases from Section 2 are indeed very common in practice.

Additionally, we investigated which concrete closure types are passed into higher-order functions.
Rust has three main closure-related traits: Fn, FnMut, and FnOnce, with Fn <: FnMut and FnMut <:
FnOnce. The Fn trait is implemented by all closures which neither modify nor move their captured
state; FnMut closures may modify but not move, and FnOnce closures may modify and move their
captured state (and can thus only safely be called once). Using these trait bounds, a higher-order
function can declare the most general type of closure it supports, and due to the subtyping relations
between the traits, a caller may pass in a more specific type; for instance, Iterator::map() from
Rust’s standard library supports FnMut closures, but a caller can pass in, say, |x| x * 2, an Fn closure
because it does not have mutable captured state.

We observed that in places where FnMut closures are allowed, roughly 10% of call sites supply an
FnMut closure in practice; i.e. a minority but nonetheless significant portion of closures passed to
higher-order functions likely do have mutable captured state. This justifies the efforts put into our
methodology to support verification of closures with mutable captured state.
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6 RELATEDWORK
This article builds on the master’s thesis of Wolff [2020]. Closest to our work is an investigation of
closure verification by Kassios and Müller [2010], which overlaps with the work of Nordio et al.
[2010], where verification of C# delegates is discussed. While our encoding strategy is similar, the
above works neither consider advanced specification features like call descriptions, nor leverage a
type system for framing guarantees.

Svendsen et al. [2010] discuss verification of C# delegates, but they resort to higher-order separa-
tion logic, making their approach unsuited for automatic verifiers based on SMT solvers. Several
other treatments of higher-order function verification also apply higher-order logic [Krishnaswami
2012; Régis-Gianas and Pottier 2008].

An extensive exploration of the theory of imperative higher-order function verification using an
extended Hoare logic is given by Honda et al. [2005] and Yoshida et al. [2007]. While achieving
strong theoretical results, their use of Hoare logic with many non-structural rules (i.e. rules that do
not just manipulate assertions) does not lend itself to implementation in an automatic verifier.
The problem of higher-order function verification naturally arises in functional programming

languages. Nanevski et al. [2008a] present Hoare Type Theory as a means for verifying a functional
programming language (extended with some imperative concepts, such as mutable state). This
technique is mainly based on the Hoare monad, an extension of the state monad with pre- and
postconditions. Swamy et al. [2013] likewise use the monadic approach for closure verification: they
employ the so-called Dijkstra monad (a monad of predicate transformers describing the weakest
precondition of a computation in any context in which it may appear), together with a type inference
algorithm to compute verification conditions for functional programs written in F*. Their technique
extends to stateful JavaScript programs via a translation from JavaScript to F*. Similarly to our
technique, they consider the evolution of closures across multiple states; our history invariants
are comparable to a variant of the Dijkstra monad that is equipped with a reflexive and transitive
two-state invariant. In contrast to our technique, however, which is directly encoded in first-order
logic, Swamy et al. [2013] encode to F*’s higher-order logic, representing a challenge for automation.
In particular, their approach requires:
(1) monadic F* for expressing non-trivial framing properties, whereas we leverage Rust’s type

system to get such properties essentially for free;
(2) higher-order logic for expressing complex closure and higher-order function specifications,

e.g. that a closure was called with certain arguments in some intermediate state to produce a
certain effect, whereaswe have introduced novel specification constructs, like call descriptions,
to enable reasoning about such scenarios in a first-order setting; and

(3) user-supplied predicate transformers to eliminate expensive higher-order quantifications,
whereas our technique is fully automated.

O’Hearn and Reynolds [2000] and Charguéraud and Pottier [2008] also perform translations from
imperative to functional programming languages in order to gain insights about the semantics of
the original program. Our methodology works directly on an imperative programming language,
eliminating the need for complex transformations.

Some of the existing literature about verification of effectful higher-order functions is based on
proof assistants, usually Coq. Nanevski et al. [2008b] present an extension (called Ynot) of Coq
itself to allow for writing and reasoning about side-effectful higher-order functions inside Coq.
Meanwhile, Kanig and Filliâtre [2009] present a custom language and tooling for describing and
verifying effectful higher-order programs. Their tool eventually generates proof obligations to
be manually discharged in Coq, whereas our tool generates first-order proof obligations, to be
automatically discharged by an SMT solver.
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Findler and Felleisen [2002] explore contracts for higher-order functions in Scheme, but their
approach is based on runtime checks, whereas we perform static verification. They focus on the
question of blame assignment, claiming that for a higher-order function 𝑔 receiving a function
argument, “a contract checker cannot ensure that 𝑔’s argument meets its contract when 𝑔 is called”
[Findler and Felleisen 2002, page 49]. This problem is solved by our specification entailments
(Section 3.3), which do ensure at the higher-order function’s call site that its argument functions
satisfy their respective specifications.
Soundarajan and Fridella [2004] use trace-based reasoning to talk about which calls a function

makes during its execution, but writing trace-based specifications is often unintuitive and complex
(as amply demonstrated by their case study [Soundarajan and Fridella 2004, pages 321–329]).

Our key problem K6 (see Section 2.3.4) relates to reasoning about pure functions that also have
executable implementations, as discussed by Darvas and Leino [2007]. In the future, we hope to
extend our solution to this problem, perhaps with a notion of pure closures of some sort. Pereira
[2018] presents some techniques for reasoning about higher-order accumulation functions such
as fold (→ key problem K5), using a strategy very similar to ours, also consisting, essentially, of
ghost argument functions to represent invariants and to avoid higher-order quantifications.
Finally, Shaner et al.’s model programs [Shaner et al. 2007] for the Java Modeling Language

(JML) bear some similarity to our call descriptions (Section 3.4). Compared to model programs,
we strive for a cleaner separation between code and specification, bearing in mind that model
programs can easily lead to code duplication between implementation and specification, and
therefore specifications that model a higher-order function’s behaviour too closely, violating the
principle of information hiding.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
“The Rust programming language is fundamentally about empowerment” [Klabnik and Nichols 2021].
In the same vein, our methodology has been designed to empower programmers to formally reason
about closures, by providing a high degree of abstraction and automation, and allowing programmers
to write specifications at the Rust level, without having to deal with details of the underlying
verification logic. We have achieved this goal by complementing the strong guarantees provided
by Rust’s type system with novel and expressive specification primitives such as specification
entailment assertions and call descriptions.

As future work, we plan to generalise our call descriptions to conveniently express the order of
closure calls in relation to each other, which is relevant for some examples where side effects on
the captured state affect the results of subsequent closure invocations. Moreover, as briefly alluded
to in Section 2.3.5, we plan to extend the techniques presented in this paper to deal with concurrent
Rust programs in which closures are used to spawn new threads.
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